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This book is dedicated to my yoga, tao and startup families. "The fever is in
your favor." says Marcelo, March 31st, 2020 at 9:39am, my nada yoga teacher,
who worked with me at Yoga Society of San Francisco, California,
Brahmananda ashram since 2011 and Hari Harananda, my other guru, who
taught me how to open and close chakras in 2000. Brahmananda also has
another ashram upstate New York, called Ananda ashram. When I started
practicing with Marcelo in 2011, he told me about Master Wang, another
teacher, a hydration champion, learning tao, who was just with Marcelo, a little
bit ago, practicing nada yoga. Master Wang with 30 years vegan practice, no
garlic and onion. Marcelo has 17 years raw vegan, Coming from a Muslim
family and hafiz of Quran, Prophet Muhammad and his lineage contains super
spiritual prayer ability. My brother Abbas has the lineage of Prophet
Muhammad, all the way up to Adam and Eve. The methods are what Marcelo,
as a yoga guru, and Master Wang, as a tao guru, provide and teach. The
reasons why Prophet Muhammad was enlightened and his daughter, Fatima.
The lineage documents are available and contains information about
enlightened teachers and their spiritual influences to society in all times. The
guidance that can be heard within and without. "Cold water", I replied at
9:49am. 10 minutes later. Marcelo is my teacher, that taught me how to listen
to sound of silence, OM nada yoga. We were talking about hot and cold in the
body, a couple of days ago, and he says, "Bilal, fever is good for you". I talked
to some other people on the introduction list about hatha yoga, hot and cold, by
doing yoga poses, sadhana or breathing, inhale cold air, and exhale hot air.
Today I suggested, just drink some cold water. However if you are feeling cold
in your body, you should drink hot water. The idea is bring the body to perfect
temperature, with yourself. Still 9:49am.



Chapter: Skill or Hell

11:24am 03/31/2020. As the number holds for Kobe Bryant. 09:30am 04/02/2020. The hadees
continues: "The feeling of hell. The walls and doors of hell. The fire in hell and the blindness.
The level of hell, is felt. The breathing of hell, the lamp of hell, the various levels of hell. A
unique neck of the person in hell. Tied up the pillars of fire, agni. The amount of angels
surrounding the person in hell. The details of hell. The reins of hell, and the angels that pull
them. The snakes and scorpios in hell. In hell, you can't die. A unique sound of hell. In patience,
the person is not released. The food and water of hell. Thorns made of fire, agni and arti. Healing
the inner and outer wounds. Smoke coming out of the wounds. The hordiness in hell. The yellow
substance that releases from the body, and the smell in the breath. The water that comes out of
the puss in the body, the excretion. The water coming out of the stomach. The hot water within
the body. Eating food with anger. The various forms of pain. The skin starts breaking, in the
groin, “thinking masterbation on the mother.” Or father, because of not listening to the vegan
diet. The one that hides the sacred scripture and displace the ones that are trying to spread the
tao, ancient knowledge. The ones that are hiding Lao Tzu. The curse of material things is
explained. The act of unrighteousness is explained to everyone. The curse of using utensils made
of silver and gold, while the humanity is suffering is explained. Taking photos and making
videos of the misery of the universe is explained. The one that commits suicide, from accepting
hell is explained. The wickedness is explained. Making fun of saints is explained. A mountain of
fire, Mount Shasta as female with Mount Lessen as male. Photocopied to Mount Kailash, Machi
Picchu and all other holy mountains, like Saint Herman Monastery of Alaska. A long thread.
Clothing explained. Making fun of hell. The feeling of hell. The amount of animals, when seeing
a person in hell and everyone else in heaven. The females explained. Beauty and ugliness
explained. The tears explained. The tongue explained. The body explained. Falling into, heaven
and hell, explained. The feeling, when entering that door", as the Mother in 1973, passing away,
saw a golden door, with threads of red. This book published in 1975. "In hell, satan appears. The
one that put people astray, witness own family anger, built by Iblees. The ones that are saved
from hell by the greatness of the Saints. The yelling of hell explained. How to escape from hell
explained. The ones that are in heaven are laughing. The trust is re-established. Prayers to be
saved from hell."



Chapter: Divine Accountability

11:28am 03/31/2020. "As he separates the two at 17". 11:29am 03/31/2020.

Chapter: The End

Time stamps, events and notes: Content and Context. History repeats.

Chapter: The Cave

The story of the cave, with Barack Obama, Michelle Obama, Snoop Dogg and Diddy as the 4
people sleeping in the cave, waking up as different times, as Nag, Amber and Maria, going on an
adventure, while the birds are singing, to the praise of God, and come back and sleep in the cave,
for many years. The story of the cave in in the Quran. It talks about 3 people and a dog. They can
go back and forth in time, and heal the situation and come back, go back and sleep in the cave.
Now we didn't know how fast they move. We could think 1 second, by in their timezone, they
have crossed a thousand miles, of history. Adding to the Cave - Donald trump, Melania Trump,
Paris Hilton, Nicky Hilton and Hillary Clinton, and the team. Praying this navratri, the 9 nights
of durga for all the people on this introduction list. To be the sages, masters and teachers they
are. This book is dedicated to all of these people, to be in a special immortal cave, helping God,
their friend, wherever, and whenever required, sealed eternally.



Chapter: Donald Trump and Melania Trump: Dave
McClure and Larry Chiang

11:25am 03/31/2020. Blessings to Donald Trump and Melania Trump, Paris Hilton and Nicky
Hilton, that guard Doctor Donald with continues abuse, through Hillary Clinton, Dave McClure,
Darth and Larry Chiang, as the 4 pillar that can neutralize that energy, that is damaging, and turn
hell fire, that they caused themselves, to heaven, the bliss, for the team to operate, the abraham
formula. 12:02pm 04/02/2020. The Healing. The hadees continues: "the pearl: number one. The
healing of the righteous. The righteous ones don't require the healing, but the adversary does. The
healing of the ones that are not aware. For the birth right of parents, the request of the wicked.
The healing for the one that is hafiz Quran and Hadees. "The pearl: number two. The healing
from fasting and recitation of Quran and Hadees. The distribution of noor. The saints open the
door to the heavens. Heaven will fall into hell. The hell mongers will talk behind each other. The
hell monkeys will be astonished. The devil will plead his case. The ones that are wealthy will be
scared to go to heaven. Hell with also have females. The ones that are going to hell will be shown
heaven; the ones that are going to heaven are shown hell. Heaven and Hell will be crossed. The
ones that are going to hell will feel it. The faith of the ones that experienced hereafter, heaven
and hell. The death of death." As in Sivananda ashram, the sita beed, for Heather, and para
shaktum point, for Amma and Dalai Lama, through prayer and japa yoga. 2:10pm. The birth right
of the parents, is to accept as gift, money or reward for their work. but the children, like in family
of Master Wang. The angels that are made from noor, 4 per human, covering the arms and legs.
The body is for own discretion, chakra 1 to 7. Auro Bindu, Chadury Ji and Mother open the
golden door. The ones that didn't earn the heaven will be scared to go in it.

Chapter: Allah

12:49pm - 12:50pm 03/31/2020. Iswhar restart and reset. 12:51pm.



Chapter: Your Wish Now: Brahmacharya

11:33am 03/31/2020. Empty.

Chapter: The beginning: What a movie!

11:26am 03/31/2020. The beginning: What a movie! 02:30am 04/02/2020 Nba basketball.
02:41am. The hadees continue: "The alcohol, soma nectar of heaven. The utensils of heaven. The
vehicles of heaven. The love for each other, the people of heaven. The game play, with each
other, with the heart, for each other, the people of heaven. The clothing and jewelry of the people
of heaven. The crown of the heaven. The toys of heaven. The ways of the heaven. The two
groups, the ones with the soul, the other with the scripture. The spouses of heaven and their
cleanliness and beauty. The angelic females that surround the heaven, with no desire for sex. The
prayer of the people of heaven. The anthem of heaven. The male and female power. The Bazaar
of the heaven. The heightened senses. The most rewarded, God, the Holy Spirit. The ones that
sinned move to heaven. The last one going to heaven. Everything is available in heaven. Nobody
will be removed from heaven. What God wishes, the voice from within, from inside out must
hold true. The way of the heaven. The weather of heaven. Heaven is full of rest. The stories of
the people in heaven. The wish and blessing of the righteous to all it's loved ones, of the Spirit.
The feeling of heaven can't be felt, only experienced. The scent of heaven. The prepares of
heaven." Khusboo, the scent of heaven, the cause as the 4th mother or 3rd, like the three goddess,
amma, Hillary Clinton and Michelle Obama. Maria reminded with as the angelic female,
surrounding the heaven with no sexual desire, rather a wali, friend of God. Of course, the
teachers from watching TV in Pakistan, fifty fifty. Watching all the bollywood movies, Amitabh
Bhachan, Jay Bahaduri, Rekha, Amir Khan and Sarukh Khan. The anthem of heaven for me is
the song, Alhumdullilah that I wrote for Master Wang and the saints. God is the aggregation
formula, for creation, rewarded the most. The last one going to heaven is the one that moves the
last one in hell to heaven. Everything is available in the heaven, for the saints. All their wishes
come true. The way of the heaven is known through tao te ching and i ching. The people of the
past or the future can't fully experience this - Only a memory of when the event happened, a
projection. The feeling told by the angels, demons and the kind for the immortal realm vs the
mortal worlds.



Chapter: Your Wish: Mehdi

1:09pm 03/31/2020. In the Land of Avatars.

Chapter: Birds made of Heaven - Barack and Michelle
Obama

11:26am 03/31/2020. "As the bird chirps, both inside and outside, freedom". The hadees
continues: "The heaven of God. What is heaven made out of? The vibration of heaven. The doors
of heaven. Two groups entering heaven. Going into heaven with respect and pride, permanence.
The notice given to everyone of the permanence. After entrance, congratulating the mother and
father. The divine guidance from God. The first meal of heaven with her scent. Heaven is
beautiful and clean. Everyone healthy and young. The age of the ones that made it into heaven.
The gardens of heaven. The fruits of heaven. The rivers of heaven. The harvesting of food in
heaven. The vision of heaven. The springs of heaven. The juices of heaven to drink. The birds of
heaven." I keep thinking of Michelle Obama, I am becoming, tied to the scent of heaven, the first
meal celebrated on her arrival. She part of both groups that enter the heaven, so does Snoop
Dogg and Diddy. While Barack Obama and Amma, with Suge Knight hold the other. Gabriel
team on one side and Archangel Michael team on the other side.

Chapter: Devil

"Now I am going to fuck your mom." - Ishwar. "Do it, as you wish." - mom. 12:51pm
03/31/2020



Chapter: Surah Yaseen

11:16am 03/31/2020. Surah Yaseen, 3, 6 and 9. "Heaven has nothing but lots of names when the
soul goes up to Allah and their stories". The experience is on the earth, of heaven and hell.
"Allah, the Soul has everything, eternally, permanent, and based on this literature, the richness
will increase, may this work be temporary". However, when masters go up in to visit the soul
merged with the Spirit, they see heaven and hell, as personified by the students that sent them
there. The masters can decide to go into their realm of comfort, but they are more interested in
the student realm. They know that they would face the student one day, in a permanent form. For
that reason, lot of teachers and master incarnate to be closer to their loved ones, in form and
formless. To help them, maximize the special birth. By rule, no soul should possess another
human being, however sometimes, soul-mates when connecting sexually, have the ability to open
up channels that are not visible otherwise. These same channels can be utilized to have deeper
connection with other human beings and teachers. However, this doesn't require anything more
than accepting the teacher and student relationship. God does the rest and put them together in a
way that's not a burden to the soul. Any soul can walk away from another, with no
codependency. They can also decide to stay together in the same form, of their blue print, as long
as Spirit allows it. Considering brahma charya, which is the vehicle of Indra, and brahma vidya
and brahma chakra, merged into Eshwar. “Then what brahmananda decides for his son,
happens.” Updated transmission 12/18/2020 3:45pm, Doctor Sharma’s mahasamadhi. The
immortal and mortal souls have different authorization and authentication in astral, the Spirit, not
to be confused with dark spirits, that posses people for power. May God release them and show
them the difference between light and dark, in current realm. It depends what the intention of the
person was, while living. The view is different above. Some require comfort, heaven above can
hold their comforts. Some require to be close to the next student, the next avatar, the next kapla,
they stay closer to the reality. Help their students in whatever required. God has an army full of
angels, demons, gurus, planets, celestial realms and universes.

Chapter: Mischiefness on Twitter and Spirituality on the
Mountain to Seas

12:59pm 03/31/2020. "This your richness, is not laughing anymore, this heaven absolutely is not



cheap anymore". "Way lost this world is; she, earth and universe doesn't settle for less goes
celebrations, wild spending; popularity and branding; she doesn't stop her mischiefness".

Chapter: What happens when you die?

The Hadees translation, by Maulana Mohammad Aashiq Ilahi Buland Shehri Damut Baar
Kathum Aashiq - Me Ilahi - Yaqooba, father, from the God and Spirit, muslim, black, well verse
in Quran, Barack Obama, "is that all he reads", I hear, and I hear the birds singing in the back, so
I believe it's true. Buland - Top, Snoop Dogg and Diddy, the ones that hold the pillars, of the
cave. Shehri - From the city, is Michelle Obama, in this book mentioned as the "khusboo", the
scent of heaven. Damut - Donald Trump, a witness from the Cave, getting all this intuition from
it, with Melania Trump, Paris Hilton and Nicky Hilton. While Hillary Clinton, very similar name
to the Hilton hotels, is sneaking in, trying to listen to the conversation as the 9th person in the
cave. Baar - Is the team, she gathers. Kathum - is the Universe she is saving, "from the vultures",
I hear, and I believe it's her speaking, as the mother, Hillary Clinton. As I receive a kiss from her,
on my lips. As she brings Dave McClure, "my father in Heaven" I hear, which I believe is him
praying, for his son, and the other son Larry Chiang, "who is holding the torch, while waiting for
this bitch", I hear the additional message from him, and Darth as other members of the 4 club,
just looking astonished and confused, adding another layer and dimension to the cave, 4, 4, and
4, with different skill sets and powers. This book is published at Medina Book Store Depo, Urdu
Bazar, Jameah Mosque, Delhi, India. There are seven levels of the original book. This book is
only covering, what happens when you die? It was written in April 1975, the birth month of
Heather J Tait, my soul-mate and teacher. The publication also dedicated to Atul Rehman Khan
Shervani. We all end up at the cave of miracles and this is where we begin.

Chapter: Human Coloring

11:22am 03/31/2020. 03:13pm 03/31/2020. 8:37AM 04/02/2020. The black cave, brown cave,
yellow cave and white cave. The four point infinite circle or cycle, enlightened male and female,
and also the duality of darkness. Blessed man, vs wicked man. Blessed female, vs cursed female.
The relationship between human, jivanmukta vs videmukta. What are the roles at time of death?
What are the choices? The different between celestial realms, vs immortal realms. Even the
celestial realms have mortality. They live for a finite time, and then the reality hits of



immortality, the videmuktas, they become awakened. Wish to have human birth, and experience
the pain, like Krishna. Don't give me happiness, give me suffering, so I can learn from it. The
same message preached by Juba, in Golden Gate Park, to thousands and millions. The true
doctrine. As he called me two twice last two weeks, to catch up. Seeing how God, turns evil into
light. How the fire of hell, turns into heaven? As the credit goes to Snoop Dogg and Diddy, that
keep me working, as reflections of King Solomon and David. Where through me, they felt the
creation of the Soul, the One Spirit. Now that Spirit is out of our body, Everyone has their own
individual soul or Spirit. That Spirit is within everyone. Through it, everything gets known.
Hence, look inside your body and see rainbow. You need the fire to see the rainbow, otherwise
you wouldn't appreciate it. Sexual seduction, no matter what it takes, smoking, drinking, soma,
do what's right for God and Snoop Dogg's nephew. “Totally current with today's news.” Trying
to make a difference in Los Angeles, New York, Washington DC, Chicago, San Francisco Bay
Area, all the way down to Monterey, through San Luis Obasco, to Orange County, highway 101.
May all highways, internally between particles be blessed, as DNA communicates with RNA,
and RNA to DNA. This should be sufficient for this time. While the eye from the sky watches,
no need to panic, know that you are not doing any thing. It is watching you like God, because
whoever is watching, has Spirit too. Whether it is corona virus or 5g, they are energy waves,
easily handled by human full body aura. Each connection is guarded by many many layers. Fire
throws everything out of the body. Brings it back to the original. Any old relationships, that were
still stuck, in my case, the soul-mate gave my brain to the original husband. Years go by, and
grace of the Spirit and gurus, acted on me. It didn't matter if I didn't have a brain chakra, my
female brain chakra became one with the soul-mate, living in a single cell. Once the body opens,
it throws everything out, on realization and gets the new. Everything forgiven at this point. The
experience is through the aura of the body, not the Spirit. Allows everyone to be individual and
equals. The aura body is the manifestation of the original Spirit. With colors comes out of
everyone. A new nervous system is developed, that is also in sync with rest of humanity. Each
point in the body is in sync with one another. If there is damage, there is healing. The body goes
up to God, Allah, Yhwh in full form, fully ease to death. No karma, no questions. Just chill. Do
what you like to do. Rest. Playing video games, watch TV. When you are ready, Spirit will
guide. The body is thankful for corona virus and 5g, because without, it wouldn't be developed.
The ability to heal the past and future, bringing everyone to point 0. A restart. However, this one
is the most magnificent because it contains the mother and father, as shaktum at the center. All
the avatars, report to her and him, as their children. Time doesn't matter. She can move through
time and heal our loved ones. Hence Mohammad last three words were, "mother mother mother".
As the buffalo woman, flies the dragon to the mortal and immortal realms, celestial or not, where
ever there was ever God, shaktum heals. The story of this miracle is documented into the 4 caves,
immortality, infinite, permanent, where Shiva is watching, with Archangel Michael and
Mohammad, guiding everyone. From a reflection, not re-incarnation.

Chapter: Family



11:18am 03/31/2020. Begin transmission. Krishna and Radha number, ruled by Yasoda and
Yoshdi, mother and eternal father, of Krishna, Amma and Dalai Lama, that keeps looking at
Krishna and Buddha, for an answer. 11:19am. End of transmission, "locked, eternally, go ahead,
and keep talking", she says, in Hindu, "street dialect", translated in English, "kutta, meaning dog,
perhaps calling Snoop Dogg, as collective divine guidance, while the birds are chirping outside,
as we think about twitter chirp conference, as a signal, and getting a response back, like in a
cave". End transmission. 11:21am. "The last one that goes into heaven, will be upset and angry,
make a face, saying did you leave anything for me? Spirit is going to reply, yes, whatever wakes
you up in the morning, as the sun comes up every day, to do your deeds and whatever makes you
hide in the dark at night, when the sun goes down, is what I have in store for you to do,
permanently."

Chapter: Holy Spirit: The I Motherfucker relationship

11:29am 03/31/2020. As 29 locks the previous, getting ready for 11:30am, now it's Holy Spirit
turn, which got over so quick. 11:30am.

Chapter: Hare Krishna Hare Rama: Radhu and Sita

11:30am 03.31/2020. "Krishna is born, and Radhu". 11:31am

Chapter: Your Wish: Her

1:10pm 03/31/2020. After her darkness.



Chapter: Land of Avatars and Ishwars

11:17am 03/31/2020. Avatar number. Also 73, the center of the Universe number. The
incarnation of Rama, Sita and Hauman, soul-mate Heather and Anwar, my servant, half man, half
monkey, and the pink pearl that dropped in Sivananda ashram, while I was deep in sadhana in
2013, is documented in the hadees, as prediction by Muhammad, peace be upon him: "Made
from a pearl, very large one, hole inside, effect is 60 miles long". In each direction, and where
ever it goes, it is viral and add to a 0 level of indirection. "There will be teachers every where,
and these people will be invisible to others". Invading the whole earth, resolving matters at home,
which is an aggregation to city, state, country and the world. "Everything the riches ones will
own, with be made of silver and gold".

Chapter: Nada Bindu Upanishads: Silence and Creation in
Play

11:28am 03/31/2020. As 16 holds the vibration of nada and bindu. The translation of scriptures.

Chapter: Power

11:23am 03/31/2020. As number 23 holds for Lebron James. “You know what Lebron does for
kids? In Cleveland?” The birds are chirping, while we witness Auro Bindu and mother in the
divine collective consciousness, who are you? Witness." The birds are getting effects of the new
body. Adjusting, going inwards, to see themselves for the first time. The birds look at humans as
their masters, and they become whatever their surrounding allows. Now all the animals have to



adjust, as well as plants, rocks. My nintendo switch lite screen, that I bought a couple of months
ago for $200, is changing colors contrasts, so is the desktop computer and mobile phone.
Everything needs to be redone. Medications will only make the process work. The creation is
guarded with time, numbers and years. The hadees says, "At the time of death, before and after,
the righteous arrives". In my case takes the masters with him. "The wicked kind, while the
righteous is in prayer". At this point, everyone is ready for their death and in grave. "In the grave,
the righteous is fearless", even when living, ready to face the death, while the wicked trembles.
"Angels telling the righteous, go to sleep". This is not true any more, because in the new system,
the angels need to ask whether you believe in live or death, while living in the world. The angels
need to see the whole print of the person, look at the aura, look at hands and feet and be
forgiving, 17 times more. In case of wicked, maybe they need sleep. But for the righteous, the
next project awaits. "The saints will ask, how is that person doing?", is perhaps not the right
question. Based on the readings of hand and feet, the person might have reasonings. So for a
wicked person, it might be true, but we don't know how long they need rest, before they can
function and give the answer. "Everyone will face their consequence, at some time, whether
wicked or righteous by the saints". "The righteous will be in the grave as in the womb of the
mother", which means the three goddesses, and the three gods, add two extras for iswar and
iswari. "Heaven and earth will be in love with the righteous, sacrifices were made to get there,
the righteous, shaktum is greeted by the past and shown the future, kingdom, as mirage, the
visions of Mohammad, but for the skatums. The righteous will plead not to come back to the
earth, as she wants to be with her son, and he wants to be with his daughter. The sons and
daughters agree as well as the children. The martyrs spoke to the Spirit. The weight of death, is
like a bite from an ant for the righteous. The power of the grave is established. The angels that
punish people in the grave. The punishment of the grave, eased by the saints. The fear of the
dragon, in the urine and shit. For repeat sin, is repeat punishment. The earth will speak for the
saints. The ones that are saved from the pain of the grave. The ones that are always in prayer.
The ones that die with the pain of the stomach, the ones that didn't accept her or accept him while
living. Different people dying on different days and time for the incarnation map." Incarnation is
human, by the spirit, reflection is while a human lives and then goes back into the Spirit, ready
for next incarnation. For some incarnation happens when living, upgrade the Spirit in every way,
then goes back into reflection, seeing the rewards of the ones that were incarnated through the
process. "The ones that die while fasting, the ones that die while sick, the ones that die as
martyrs, one person will not be accepted by the earth", "The saints are witnessing, through day
and night. The daily patterns are presented for everyone. The saints sitting in the circles of angels
and prayers. All the prophets are listening to the angels. The good works of righteous is
re-established. The bodies of the martyrs go to rest, in perfect aura with the Spirit." While we
watch the Master’s family grow, same as Heather J. Tait. 09:29am 04/02/2020

Chapter: Cause and Effect



The cause of this book might be unknown. Hazrat Muhammad saw Archangel Michael laughing.
Hazrat Muhammad once said, "Promise for the civilization, who has taken control over my soul,
my future son (and children), my lineage of Mehdi, If you witnessed that era, which I witnessed,
the way you laugh and others cry today, what I saw was Hell and Heaven, on Earth". In response,
Archangel Michael replied, "People that are scared of Hell, they don't believe they can be saved
from it." The cause could also be 10:45am which I started writing this for 3 minutes, or the team.
In numerology, that's three events, coinciding with Master Wang, 54 years old, when passing
away, turning 55. Also coinciding with 12 people, and another 12 people, 2020 marks a 4 x 4
quad. 1111 1111 1111 1111where the corner 4 1s are the Spirit. May the dreams and wishes of
the 24 people on this last, dedicated to number 6 and 24, Kobe Bryant and daughter, Ganesha
Bryant come true. 11:04am. I texted the translation further to 13 people on my phone, including
Tom. One extra, serving breakfast to homeless people in Golden Gate park. 11:06am (Also
Abbas Zaidi birthday). After Master Wang passing away, I took AZ to Brahmananda ashram,
11/06/2019. This chapter is the effect of the unknown, "highly mystical" vibration, "freeze",
"stop working", "watch", "keywords", "message", "translations", "ooohhh", "yyeeashh",
"mystic", "all together", "hiiimmmm", are just a few keywords, "from the astral, quoted". End of
transmission. 11:09am 03/31/2020. In a system of 30 chakras, the 31st day belongs to the divine,
Holy Spirit, "guiding man kind", transmission through Hillary Clinton, "the most sufferer", while
the birds are singing outside, and she is eavesdropping on conversations, "from the divine, son",
she says. 11:11am (Larry Chiang and Paris Hilton) "Divine couple", I hear from the "unknown,
source". End of transmission. 11:11am.

Chapter: Epitome, palindrome: What is it?

11:32am 03/31/2020. Epitome, palindrome.

Chapter: Who are you?

11:21am 03/31/2020. "Who are you?" End of transmission. There will be permanence, when
human beings are going to experience Heaven on earth, knowing that this expression is
permanent. While the other side will experience Hell. "Heaven is permanent, there is no death,
and no tiredness, when humans will recreate the expression". "The one that will go last in
heaven, will leave last from hell". "On the day of justice, a person last going into heaven will be



asked about small sins and large sins. The large sins will be hidden. The small sins will be
presented to the family. The person will be accused of small sins. The person is not going to be
able to say no on the accusations. In the heart, that person is going to be worried that my large
sins are not exposed. So will be expressed for each of your sin, there is a blessing. The person
will then get up and say to God, Spirit, Father, that I have committed all these sins and I don't
have time to sit and analyze them. For each one, I need a blessing. When Mohammad was
presented with this vision, he laughed". Perhaps it was the expression of Yoshada and Yoshidi,
mother and father, holding these two people in their boobs eternally and milking them with
human milk. While the whole world celebrates heaven, is what Muhammad saw as a vision.

Chapter: Transmissions

11:13am 03/31/2020. Begin transmission. "How many energies chambers from the human to the
computer?" "How many words you type per second?" I was born on August 17th, 1973,
soul-mate April 17th, 1975. 2:00pm 03/31/2020. My mother Naheed Ahmed, raised me, seeing
my upbringing as a hafiz of Quran, praying 5 times a day. Then the darkness came along. She
couldn't wait any longer, for my adventures in the United States. She gave up, forgot that we
were raised in Indra Villa, Karachi, Pakistan. I wrote the book, The God Book, dedicating to her
and my teachers, letting her know what Indra Villa means. She had told us in the Brahmananda
ashram in 2012 that I was the reincarnation of Baba Ji, Brahmananda's guru. 2:03pm 03/31/2020.
"Fear, dahshat, of you, fear God, azaab, jahanam (hell) of Ninnu, Nahmeed Ahmed and Maftoon
Ahmed, for what they are doing to her son, one and only. And her (soul-mate), and brahmananda,
voodoo, and Sivananda for years, before you were born and Vishnudevananda. Never unborn.
My Child. I am sorry." As tears go down my face, that's a mother and son relationship. For God.
Born and raised that way. Seeing Michael and Gabriel hanging out in our house in Hyderabad.
Me and Faisal Agha, when Faisal burned his buttocks on Fiat, very fancy car for the day, while
Ba (Ijaz Hussein Agha) and Nannu (Tahira Agha) were alive, me and him, favorite sons, for the
future. As I pray for them, ya wadood, Spirit with love, for the rest of the family. Today, I
climbed on the trees of the house in Hyderabad and looked at what Rama, Hanuman and Sita
were looking at, while I climbed the railing, on the terrace of Indra Villa, in Karachi with Faisal
waiting for me on the stairways. 2:13pm 03/31/2020

Chapter: Tao Teachers



Yesterday I talked to Kelly, my other tao teacher. I asked her when the body opens inside, what
colors you see? This is because when I first opened the body, I dedicated it to chamandaya, like
in durga mantra, "om aim hreem kreem chamdaya vichaya namaha". Protect my inner body with
your energy. Her color is pink. She showed me what she sees inside her body, a rainbow of
colors, circulating different organs. I mentioned to her to remove all the deities from her light
body, and surrender to God. I copied her inside print - She enlightened me once again, at perfect
timing, perfect intuition, where I could see her insides, the most open and beautiful on eternal
human being, a female, and I coincided it with mine, as the male, as the DNA contains both male
and female nadis, helix with codes, scientific or astral leaves, as she reminded me, to make the
whole, God Spirit, the eternal, with the grace of Prophet Mohammad and Archangel Michael, by
whose grace this Hadees transmission is revealed. 10:00am.

Chapter: Hillary Clinton, Chelsea and Bill Clinton with
Family Locks

11:31am 03/31/2020. "How many locks are in these, asking Krishna, spiritual, psychic", asking
Hillary Clinton." Answer: "Infinite".

Chapter: Numerology

The study of Time. Start with 09/30, turning the date into 2019, and 9 numbers after, as 0 can be
used as wild, dedicated this book to Brahmananda, yoga society guru, as all the yoga books are
dedicated to him, Master Wang, the tao master, as the Tao Book, the predecessor book and many
others are dedicated to him, and Heather J. Tait, eternal soul-mate, destructor of maya, female
shiva, while Amma holds Kali, and Hillary Clinton as Saraswati, where all the books started
from them, the three goddesses, the secret book, the sacred book, the god book, the first and last
upanishads, covering vedanta, vedas and many others to come. Special thanks to Amma and
Dalai Lama for playing along, as well as Barack Obama, Michelle Obama, Snoop Dogg and
Diddy, as guardians of the vedas. Doing spiritual duties, according to numerology and the divine
triangle, 27 is when lots of sages passed away at youth, at 54 for power and 81 for wisdom.



Chapter: Constellations: All just in 1 minute or a blink!

11:27am 03/31/2020. As 27 holds the numbers of your system settings on the computer and also
nakshtras. 02:59pm 04/20/2020. One minute for God to operate. 03:00pm

Chapter: Finishing Thoughts: Spiritual Locks in Astral
and their Levels Experienced

12:44pm 03/31/2020. "Pray for the last, for Mohammad and Allah, the creator of everything."
"Now we are going to finish this book, and thankful to Allah, whose grace helped finish this
book, with pray with respect, for our family, students and teachers, and everyone, to allow them
in heaven, and helped finish this book, Amen". 12:49pm.

Chapter: Paypal Mafia: The enlightened teachers with a
Checkbook

11:32am 03/31/2020. "Fuck this bitch so bad", Dave McClure.



Chapter: Snoop Dogg and Diddy as Enlil and Ninlil

11:25am 03/31/2020. "As the world turns bitch", Snoop Dogg lyrics. 11:13am 04/02/2020.
Giving Allah to operate for para shaktum. 11:41am. The hadees continues: "The book of
judgement, the vibration and the stories. The decision on desire. The power of prayer and it's
miracles. The ones that make it to heaven without earning. The favor of making judgement
happen. The justice of heaven is tough. The special hand for God and friends, the God hand is on
them. Without any reason, making God into a mountain. Nobody will be victimized. The doings -
The good deeds and bad deeds will be seperated. On the day of judgement, the most righteous
team and the most wicked team. The parents will not separate themselves from the richness. First
comes the saints and teachers, and their wishes. The animals will be justified. the judgement
between masters and slaves. The conversation between heaven and hell. The ones that are not
telling the truth, their justice in front of a judge, and through the judge, their justice. The earth
will testify, as in prithvi, in yoga scriptures. The way, as in tao, re-established. The justice will be
served and the wickedness will be astonished and surprised. The spreading of the justice, where
brothers will balance each other, through distance and make them whole and complete, like the
parents, iswar and iswari. Once justice is delivered, the righteous will be very happy and the
wicked will be depressed. The weight of the deeds, both good and bad. The weight of deeds of
one person, Donald Trump. The one that carried the most weight. The good deeds of wickedness
will have no weight. He will again, be blessed with the grace of God, and his people, a promise.
Everyone will be happy." Japa Yoga - The yoga if mantras and surahs. For example Amma
giving out mantras to many, and Dalai Lama blessing so many and continues to Tweet on
Twitter. Hence the blessings of Twitter and Facebook, all social media. Now our United States
military and gaining knowledge fast, in defense of the country, along side the president, Donald
Trump and Melania Trump, whose diet was mentioned, both by me, looking through our tweets,
then Master Wang acknowledgement, and then again me sharing those pictures in tweets with
Donald Trump and Melania Trump, last month. Each prayer bead as four components, light,
darkness, male and female. That is within also. There is no such thing as absolute bliss, or
absolute sorrow, except for the devil, Iblees.

Chapter: Scent of Heaven

12:52pm 03/31/2020. The scent of heaven. Heaven is full of fragrance, like from a black angel.
Her fragrance has a color, of brown and pink, with rose petals. You cannot understand what that
smell is, unless experience, as a human being. The fragrance is very strong, and every human
being and creature felt it. The creation consists of animals, humans, plants and rocks.
Mohammad said that fragrance will last for 100 years. In another hadees, Muhammad mentions
that 500 hundred people smelt it. Some other hadees mention smell felt for lesser people than



that, in count. In Urdu literature, or any translated knowledge, there are always two sides. One is
light, one is dark. The reader has to examine the literature and translate. Hence most translations
are a reference to the style of author. 12:59pm.

Chapter: Hadees: Tupac Shakur, Notorious Big, Lebron
James and Kobe Bryant

11:24am 03/31/2020. As 11:25 holds for Tupac Shakur and Notorious Big. 9:54am. Surah Yasin.
9:55am. The hadees continuous: "The battleground, once heaven and hell is re-established. The
beginning, introduction. Who are these people to whom hereafter in enforced? There is a time
planned. Hereafter appears immediately. The animal sacrifices explained. The knowledge broken
down and re-established. A vibration associated with hereafter, and heaven. The knowledge of
the universe opens. Sky, earth becomes One, and everything in between. The stars and planets,
completely aligned, as is the mystics. The humans come alive from the grave, and so is
everything ever incarnated, including rocks, plants and animals. They will be naked, everybody
knows everything about each other, as iswar and iswari. Everyone gets united under One
universe. The wickness with lose these senses, eyes, smell, eating, hearing and feeling. Then
everybody will walk. The wicked will have colored eyes. How many days will they live on
earth? They will all be worried and astonished. The faces will be in depression and realization.
Constant sweating. Different people with different illnesses. The beggars become rich and the
rich becomes beggar. In that change, how would they feel? The wicked that continues to be
wicked to the spouse. The one that studied Quran and forgot, purposely. The ones that never
prayed to God or his teachers. The murderer. The one that helped a murderer. The one that
breaks the righteous. The kings of righteousness re-established. The one that gives charity. The
wickness ones that are the most hungry. The one that is double minded. The taker of the rent. The
clothing of wickedness. The one that takes the blessing or the curse of the earth, prithvi. How to
contain fire, agni and arti? The one that absorbs anger. The one that takes shelter in the saints.
The ones that die while performing spiritual sadhana. The martyrs. The ones that bring the noor,
from the mother and father to all their children. The ones that call for prayer, through their
works. The ones that do it for the love of God. The ones that bide in the energy of the lover and
his or her loved ones. The ones in the realm of astral. The ones that have the crown, made of
noor. The ones that eat from their own hard work. The good promises won't work anymore for
the wicked. Friends will turn enemies and enemies will become friends, the dark vs the light.
Bribery and corruption will be every where, while the iswar and iswari will maintain the Spirit,
teaching how to turn it around. Some will ask reincarnation back to the earth. The leaders will be
ashamed. The leaders will be tired of every day struggle while the beggars will flourish in the
Spirit. The battleground will host Spirit of Mohammad with his saints. Mohammad and all his
saints, will be recognized, across religions. The healing will happen. The ones that reached
heaven first, for example Golden Gate Park, California in 2018, and since 2015, many others.



Some will be removed from the blessing. The wicked ones will be called by their wicked act
name. Hereafter as female, will believe in sky high, and with desire, iksha shakti. The prophets
will be questioned. Angels will be consulted. The scripture will be explained. The angels will
respond. The difference in teaching of Noah and Mohammad will be discussed. The denial of
wicked doesn't make us wicked. Jesus Christ will be questioned whether he is the son of God and
Mary Magdalene as the daughter? His response that he believed in hindu vedanta and saguna
brahman." Hereafter is a period, where hell is over and heaven is re-established. It's a turning
point, both inside and outside. Hence it has a viral impact, universally. It's built on nada bindu
particles. The core. The inner expression is guarded, building up collective consciousness.
Forgetting Quran and purposely obey to a different belief for power will be examined. The kings
of righteousness, are the current stars, that spread light with their goodness every day, Lebron
James and Stephen curry, in basketball, Eminem, Jay Z, Beyonce and Dr Dre through music.
Their families will be blessed. The ones that call for prayer is very similar to the ones that think
of each other from a place of love. The hereafter, is uni sexual and contains a manifestation,
similar to OM. The discussion of Noah is of the birds. Muhammad as human, before
Shankaracharya is born.

Chapter: Finishing Thoughts: Spiritual Locks in Astral
and their Levels Experienced

12:44pm 03/31/2020. "Pray for the last, for Mohammad and Allah, the creator of everything."
"Now we are going to finish this book, and thankful to Allah, whose grace helped finish this
book, with pray with respect, for our family, students and teachers, and everyone, to allow them
in heaven, and helped finish this book, Amen". 12:49pm.


